Government Scraps Special Status for J&K: Parliamentary Approval Seals
J&K Reorganisation: J&K Biliterated; Article 370 Deteriorates
PM Narendra Modis Itinerary to France: UAE and Bahrain
Asia-Pacific Hot up: US Working on Missile Plan in the Region, China Warns US
The US Further Cuts Assistance to Pak by $440 Million
FIATs Asia Pacific Group (APG) Puts Pak Under Terror Lens
Trouble-Torn Afghanistan Celebrates its 100th Independence Day in the Backdrop of Decades of Intense Conflict
PV Sindhu Becomes First Indian to Win Badminton World Championship
Pradhan Mantri Kisan Mein Uhar Yojna
4th Advance Estimates of Production of Major Crops 2018-19
Global Gender Equality Index 2019
Big Bang Mergers in PSU Banks
GDP Estimates of Q1 2019-20

Solved Papers
- UGC-NET/JRF Exam., 19
- Haryana Civil Services Ex. Br. (Pre.) Exam., 17
- U.P. PCS Lecturer G.I.C, (Screening) Exam., 17
- U.P. Judicial Services (Civil Judge) Jc. Div. (Pre.) Exam., 18
- SBI PO. (Pre.) Exam., 18
- IDBI Bank Executive Exam., 17
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